Geriatric Transitions Objective Structured Video Examination (GT-OSVE):
After-Visit Summary Template for Transitions Plan

Instructions: Each team member, except the team leader, should list at least 1 component of the transitions plan under each domain listed below. The components of the transition plan should include recommendations generated from your discipline and (if applicable) from the other disciplines represented within your team. These components will serve as the basis of the plan generated by your team that will be presented by your team leader.

Transitions domain 1: Patient-Centered Medical Record (list specific plan(s) below):

Transitions domain 2: Medication Management (list specific plan(s) below):

Transitions domain 3: Identification of Red Flags (list specific plan(s) below):

Transitions domain 4: Primary Care, Specialist and Community Follow-Up (list specific plan(s) below):

Transitions domain 5: Barriers to an Effective Transition (list specific barrier(s) below):